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Abstract
Multi-FPGA Boards (MFBs) have been in use for more than
a decade for emulation of the digital circuits in many applica-
tions. Key feature of an MFB architecture is its inter-FPGA
connections. There are two types of inter-FPGA connections
namely i) fixed connection (FC)- connecting a pair of FP-
GAs through a dedicated wire between them, ii) programmable
connection (PC)- connecting a pair of FPGAs through a pro-
grammable switch like Field-Programmable Interconnect De-
vice (FPID). Hence, a PC requires two wires compared to one
wire in FC. Khalid et al [7] have shown that the MFBs con-
sisting of both the types of connections (hybrid MFBs) are
better than other architectures for emulation of the circuits,
if the number of PCs are minimum required. Hence, we eval-
uate the hybrid MFBs for the required number of PCs as an
evaluation metric.

Availability of technology mapping, partitioning, embedding
and routing tools is another important requirement for emu-
lation. A routing tool (multi-hop router) prefers one or more
unused FCs (multi-hops) in lieu of one PC. Available multi-
hop routers are specific to MFB architecture and use unlimited
hops in the routes. For evaluation, a generic multi-hop router
for any hybrid architecture is required which obeys the given
limit on maximum number of hops in every route. This pa-
per presents the development of routing tool for the same. A
heuristic, a lower bound and an optimal algorithm has been
implemented for this purpose. For the test cases, it has been
observed that the optimal results (within 3 hours) are achiev-
able by the heuristic (within a minute). Also the results are
more precise than the available results.

1 Introduction

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have rev-
olutionized the emulation of the digital circuits in the
applications like rapid-prototyping systems, custom
computing and low volume sub-systems. For emu-
lation of the large circuits (like a processor circuit),

single FPGA can not accommodate entire circuit be-
cause of its insufficient logic and interconnect capac-
ity. Hence, the Multi-FPGA Boards (MFBs) consist-
ing of multiple and connected FPGAs are used. In
rapid-prototyping application, an MFB is expected
to emulate any given circuit, whereas in other appli-
cations, a custom made circuit is emulated. Hence,
the evaluation of MFBs is required for their suitabil-
ity for rapid-prototyping application. Let us define
MFB design issues and CAD tools for processing the
circuit before describing the evaluation issues.

1.1 MFB Design Issues

Key feature of an MFB is its routing architecture,
consisting of inter-FPGA connections. There are two
types of inter-FPGA connections in the routing ar-
chitecture of any MFB, namely i) fixed connection
(FC)- connecting a pair of FPGAs through a dedi-
cated wire between them, ii) programmable connec-
tion (PC)- connecting a pair of FPGAs through a
programmable switch like Field-Programmable Inter-
connect Device (FPID). Hence, a PC requires two
wires and two additional pins on existing/ new FPID
compared to only one wire required by an FC. This
requirement of PCs complicates the design and fab-
rication of the MFBs. The architectures consisting
of both types of connections in the following manner
are known as hybrid architectures.

Fig.l shows an example of the hybrid MFB archi-
tecture consisting of an FC part and a PC part. The
FC part of the MFB connects the FPGAs in any
standard homogeneous topology i.e. each FPGA of
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Figure 1: Hybrid Linear Array Partial Crossbar MFB Architecture

the MFB is connected to equal number of FPGAs of
the MFB with equal number of wires. The PC part
connects the FPGAs to the FPIDs in full or partial
crossbar manner. In fig.l, the topology is linear ar-
ray with end around connections, the FPIDs are con-
nected in partial crossbar manner, FPGA1-FPGA2
wire is an example of FC and two wires in FPGAl-
FPIDB-FPGA3 are of PC. Also 2 out of 10 (i.e. 20%)
wires per FPGA are used in PC. The FPGA-FPGA
connectivity is referred as topology and actual wires
available between them as architecture.

Khalid et al [7] have shown that the hybrid ar-
chitectures are better than other architectures for
rapid-prototyping application. However, the number
of PCs in MFB must be minimum required by the
application, as the fabrication complexity increases
with the number of PCs. Hence, we evaluate the hy-
brid architectures for required number of PCs as an
evaluation metric.

1.2 Circuit and CAD Tools

Digital circuits are normally specified as a collection
of multi-terminal nets (MTNs). These circuits are
processed through technology mapping, partitioning,
embedding and routing stages [11] for emulation. In
a technology mapped and partitioned circuit, where
some of the MTNs are spanned over more than one
part, pose interconnect requirement (IR) between the
parts. The logic and IR of each part must be less than
or equal to the logic and pin capacity of an FPGA
for feasible embedding. After embedding, the IR be-

tween the parts become the IR between correspond-
ing FPGAs of the MFB. A routing tool realizes the
IR between the FPGAs using FCs or PCs.

For realizing the IR between the embedded parts,
two routing strategies available, namely- i) simple or
one-hop routing and ii) multi-hop routing. In the
former strategy, the routing tool (one-hop router) re-
alizes the IR by using either one FC or one PC de-
pending on availability. But, in the later strategy,
the routing tool (multi-hop router) prefers multiple
unused FCs (multi-hops) in lieu of one PC. One-hop
router is simple and easy to implement but requires
more number of PCs compared to multi-hop router.
Whereas multi-hop router increases the delay as ex-
plained later.

Fig.2(a) shows one-hop routing solution using one
PC and fig.2(b) shows multi-hop routing solution us-
ing 2 FCs for the same pair of parts and MFB. In
both the cases, Part-1 and Part-2 are embedded onto
FPGAl and FPGA3 respectively. In other words, the
logic nodes of the parts are mapped onto the logic
blocks of the respective FPGA. The internal inter-
connect resources of the FPGA can be used for con-
necting the logic nodes mapped - i) onto the same
FPGA (i.e. logic FPGA) or ii) onto the different
FPGAs (i.e. interconnect FPGA) or iii) partly onto
the same FPGA and partly onto the different FP-
GAs (i.e. part-logic and part-interconnect FPGA).
One-hop routing tool uses FPGAs only as logic FP-
GAs, while multi-hop router can use FPGAs for any
of the three purposes. In both the figures of fig.2, the
solid lines represent that the interconnect is in use
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and FPGA1 and FPGA3 are used as logic FPGAs.
In fig.2(b), FPGA2 is used as an interconnect FPGA,
as solid lines pass through it.

Inter-FPGA delay in connecting the logic nodes
mapped onto different FPGAs includes two types of
delays - i) wiring delay and ii) FPID crossing/ FPGA
route through delay. Wiring delay through one wire
and FPID crossing/ FPGA route through delay of-
fered by one FPID/ FPGA is assumed to be con-
stant [7, 13]. Hence, the delay in one-hop route can
be either through an FC (i.e. one wire delay) or
through a PC (i.e. two wires and one FPID cross-
ing delay). This delay is almost fixed, but leave a
significant number of FCs and internal interconnects
of the FPGAs unused. However, in case of multi-hop
routing, the delay increases with increasing number
of hops in the route. In an h-hop route, the delay
comes from h wires and h — 1 intermediate FPGAs.

1.3 Evaluation Issues

There are two conflicting goals to be achieved by the
designer of MFB - i) for the fabrication ease, there
should be minimum number of PCs in the MFB, ii)
for minimum delay, use routing tool, that relies more
on PCs compared to multiple hops. The former goal
requires less number of PCs in the MFB, while later
requires more number of PCs. A trade off is possible
if the maximum acceptable delay limit in terms of

number of hops is available. A multi-hop router, that
obeys the given limit on hops, can be an aid to a
board designer.

Selection of a most suitable board out of the avail-
able MFBs, that meets the delay limit constraint, is
an important issue. A generic tool is required which
can evaluate any board (irrespective of topology) an-
alytically. This paper presents such a multi-hop rout-
ing tool that takes any hybrid MFB topology and
maximum number of hops as input.

In rest of the paper, related work is discussed in
section 2. The problem is defined and formulated in
section 3 followed by the algorithms in section 4. Ex-
perimental setup and results are described in section
5 and conclusions in section 6.

2 Related Work

The available multi-hop routers [3, 7, 9] in the liter-
ature are specific to the MFB architecture (i.e. one
router for one architecture) and do not obey the given
limit on number of hops. We observe that Network
Capacity Assignment and Integer Multicommodity
Flow problems are also of similar nature [1]. But,
none of the solution approaches of these problems
provide a feasible approximate solution within the
permitted limit on the number of hops (edges).

Mak et al [12] have shown that routing MTNs over
the partial crossbar (a part of hybrid architecture)
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Figure 3: Estimation of Multi-Terminal Nets into equivalent Two Terminal Nets

is an NP-complete problem [12]. However, routing
the two terminal nets over partial crossbar is possi-
ble within polynomial time. Hence, we estimate the
equivalent two terminal nets for MTNs using one of
the known techniques [10]. An MTN having n-nodes
can be estimated as a clique with each edge having |-
weight. Fig.3(a) shows an MTN with 5-nodes and its
estimation as a clique with edge weight | is shown in
fig.3(b). We extend the same estimation for the parti-
tioned circuits. Fig.3(c) shows an MTN spanned over
3-parts and its estimation as a clique with edge weight
| is shown in fig.3(d). The edgewise sum of the edge
weights (rounded off) represent the estimated pair-
wise IR of the parts. It is also shown that if all the
nets of a circuit are two terminal nets and a routing
solution is available for full crossbar, then there ex-
ists a solution for partial crossbar, obtainable within
polynomial time [12]. Hence, without loss of gener-
ality, one can assume a full crossbar (single logical
FPID) in hybrid MFB architecture for evaluation.

3 Problem Definition

Multi-hop routing for evaluation is an optimization
problem that obtains minimum number of PCs for
which the given circuit is routable over the given
topology, embedding and acceptable limit on hops.

3.1 Notations

Here, we define some notations used in this paper.

3.1.1 MFB Architecture Parameters

n : number of FPGAs (input)
N : pins/FPGA (input)
h : maximum number of hops (input)
T : topology matrix n x n (input); such that

TH =
1, if i & j are connected
0, otherwise

d : FPGA degree in topology i.e. d = T,"=i Tij
U : FPGA-FPID connectivity vector n x 1; U{ = 1
p : pins/FPGA connected to FPID (output)
X(p): Architecture matrix n x n; and
V(p): FPGA-FPID architecture vector n x l ;

where
X (P) = | / V j xT 0 < p < TV

a n d
V(p) =pxU 0<p<N

There will b e n x p FPGA pins connected to the
FPID and hence the number of PCs will be | x p.
Therefore, we minimize p to minimize the required
number of PCs.

3.1.2 Interconnect Need

A : inter-part IR matrix n x n (input)
F : embedding function vector n x l (input); where
ith part is embedded onto F[i]th FPGA Vi = l..n
E :post-embedding inter-FPGA IR matrix n x n;
where EF{{)F{j) = A{j, Vi, j = \..n

I :the number of nets; where I = Y^'iZi Y^=i+i ^ij-
(uk,vk) rend nodes of the kth net; Vfc = I..I.



3.2 Formulation

Now, the problem becomes to evaluate the minimum
value of p for a given T, U and h, for which the post-
embedding IR (E) is routable. We solve it in 3 steps
namely, i) enumeration of routes using T, U and h,
ii) routability for a given p (condition 1) and iii) ex-
ploration over all values of p (condition 2).
i) Route Enumeration: A route consists of two
end nodes and edges to connect the end nodes and
intermediate nodes. Let us denote

S(T, U, h) : set of all hop-limited routes
(as,bs) : end nodes of route s £ S (T, U, h) and
Ls : FPGA-FPGA edges of s matrix n x n;
Ms : FPGA-FPID edges of s vector n x l ;

For a route s uses only FCs (Vi,j = \..n)
1, if edge(i,j) £ s _
0, otherwise ' *

and a route uses only PC can be given by
1, if i = as or bs

0, otherwise
ii) Routability (cond. 1)
Nets are routed one by one for routing completion.
Vfc = 1..1, let us denote

Xk(p) : FCs left after routing kth net; X°(p)=X(p)
Vk(p) : PCs left after routing kth net; V°(p)=V(p)
R(j>, k, s) : whether kth net is routable over s? i.e.

((as,bs)= (uk,vk)) and
(Xk~1 (p) > Ls) and
(V1*-1 (p) > Ms)

where ((as,bs) = (uk,vk)) is true if the kthnet and
the route s have the same end nodes and > is element
by element inequality for matrix and vector. Xk (p)
and Vk (p) can be given by (Vfc = l..l;s £ S(T, U, h))

Xk (p) = Xk^ (p) - L°
and

Vk (p) = Vk~x (p) - Ms

Routability condition 3i(p, k) can be given by

Mt =

R (p, k, s) =

, k)=3s\R (p, k, s) (1)

iii) Exploring PC space (cond.2):
Now, the Pmin is

=minp (2)

4 Algorithms

This section describes the algorithms.

4.1 Heuristic

Initially p is taken sufficiently large, so that all the
nets are routed over PCs only. Thereafter, some nets
are unrouted from PCs, PCs are removed and appro-
priate number of FCs are increased and the nets are
rerouted over FCs retaining feasibility. The process
continues till no net is found for rerouting. Here are
some variables and functions used in the algorithm.
a) Routed Fixed Pins- Y[n x n]: The FCs, used
in routing, are denoted by Y[n x n].
b) Routed Programmable Pins- W[l..n]: The
PCs, used in routing, are denoted by PF[l..n].
c) Critical FPGA cl: One of the FPGAs, uses
the highest number of routed programmable pins, is
referred as critical FPGA (i.e. cl := i \ W[i] = p).
d) Companion FPGA c2: The other FPGA of
the net(s) picked up by the algorithm for rerouting
from critical FPGA, is referred as companion
FPGA; selected by SelectComp() function.
e) InitWQ- Initializes W (i.e. W ^ E xU).
f) TopologyRoute(i,j,h,T)- Returns true if a
hop-limited route exists between ith & j t h FPGA.
g) FreeRoutes(i,j,h)- Returns maximum # of
routes in the shortest h-hop limited available route
(from X(p)-Y) between ith & j t h FPGAs.
h) SelectComp(i)- Shortlist some FPGAs (eligible
FPGAs), such that if FPGAj is an eligible FPGA
then TopologyRoute(i,j,h,T) is true and i£y>0. If
no eligible FPGA is found, return null. From the
eligible FPGAs, return FPGA# j, for which the
product of the following 3 factors is maximum- i)
the nets between ithk j t h FPGAs routed using PCs,
ii) inverse of the hops between ithh j t h FPGAs in
the shortest route and iii) FreeRoutes(i,j,h).
i) Rank(W)- The vector W is sorted in non-
increasing order and returns First, Second and
Third indices (FPGA#) of the sorted vector,
j) Profit(cl,c2,W)- <First,Second,Third>:=
Rank(W); returns the maximum nets between
clst k c2nd FPGAs, if unrouted from PCs, the p
can be reduced by the same amount. By definition,



p=W[First]=W[cl]. Hence, if W[c2]= W[Second\,
return W[d]-W[Third] else W[cl]-W[Second].
h) RoutNets(cl,c2,h)- Returns the maximum
nets (Poff) that can be rerouted over available
FCs considering free pins per FPGA i.e. FreeP=
N -p- I ^p I x d and PreeRoutes(cl,c2,h). The
Poff satisfies the following:

Poff =
FreeP + Poff

d
• FreeRoutes(cl, c2, h)

h) Routing {nets)- Unroute nets from PCs; update
p,X(p),V{p),Y and W; reroute the nets onto FCs.

Algorithm-1 (Heuristic)

1) Initialize vector W := lnitW(); p := max(VF)
do forever
2) Critical FPGA cl := i\ W [i] = p
repeat
3) Companion FPGA c2 := SelectComp(cl)
4) if ( c2 = null ) output p and exit
until (Profit(cl,c2,W7) or FreeRoutes(cl,c2,/i) > 0)
5) if (Profit(cl,c2,VF) > 0)
6) nets := min(Profit(cl,c2, W), RoutNets(cl, c2,/i))
7) else if (FreeRoutes(cl,c2,/i)>0) or

((FreeP = d-1) and (TopologyRoute(cl,c2, h,T))
8) nets := 1 // still route 1 without profit
9) Routing(nets);
end forever

Algorithm Complexity

There are two nested loops in the algorithm. The
outer loop (i.e. do forever loop) reroutes the nets
from PC to FC. Hence, it can run maximum in
0(1). The inner loop (i.e. repeat loop) selects
one companion FPGA, can run maximum in O(n).
However, the condition testing part of the loop (i.e.
until) runs the function Profit(cl,c2, W), which in
turn calls the function Rank(W). The function
Rank(W) is nothing, but a sorting algorithm, takes
O(nlog2n). Hence, the complexity of the algorithm
is 0(1 x n2 log2 n).

4.2 Optimal Algorithms

In this section, we describe the lowerbound and op-
timal algorithms.

4.2.1 LowerBound

Lowerbound (LB) calculation considers one FPGA
and its IR to all other FPGAs at a time. A min-
imum p (LB), for which this IR is routable over
the whole network, is obtained using Fulkerson-Ford
based Max-Flow algorithm [2]. LB of the architecture
is the maximum of such LBs over all FPGAs.
a) EnumRoutes(T,U, h)- Constructs a routeset S
(sec.2.2(i)) as a 2-d array of routelist. S[i,j] stores
all h-hop limited enumerates routes between ith and
jth FPGAS Vi, j = \..n. The routelist stores the
routes in the non-decreasing order of hops using
FCs and the PC route at last. Returns S.
h) IRGraph(E,i)- Constructs a graph G with ith

FPGA as source node, a dummy node as supersink,
jth F P G A for which Eij > 0 as sink node and an
edge from every sink node to supersink with
capacity E^, Mj = l..n. Returns G.

c) EnumGraph(S,i,G)- Performs union of input
graph G with all the routes in the routeset S
between source and sinks of graph G i.e. adds nodes
and edges (with unassigned capacity) of the routes
if already not available. Return G.

d) MaxFlow(p,h,G)- Assigns ^p capacity to
all unassigned edges in G; Obtain max flow from
source to supersink with maximum h + 1 edges in
any route; Return true if the sum of the leftover
capacities over the sink to supersink edges is not
more than p else false.

Algorithm-2 (LowerBound)

1) Initialize LB := 0
Loop for i := 1 to n // i is FPGA#
2) Graph G := IRGraph(E,i)
3) G := EnumGraph(S,i,G); initialize p = 0
4) while (not MaxFlow(p, h, G)) p + +;
5) LB := max(LB, p) // Maximum over all such LBs
end Loop
6) return LB and exit



4.2.2 Optimal Algorithm

Optimal algorithm limits the exploration of p (eqn.
(2)), within the value of p obtained by the heuris-
tic (Heur_p) and by lowerbound (LB_p). A bound
function prunes the routing space exploration (eqn.
(1)) in branch & bound optimal algorithm. Let us
define some functions for the algorithm.
a) NetOrder(l, S)- Assigns a number between 1 to
I to every net such that if i < j, then the number of
routes of the j t h net in set S will not be greater
than the number of routes of the j t h net. The nets
are routed in ascending order of net number. This
function also creates a vector i?[l.i] to store the
address of the current route for that net.
b) I n i tRou te^ i ? ) - X°(p):=X(p); R[l..l]:= null
c) NextRoute(fc, S)- Return next route of kth net.
d) Routable(p, k, s)- Is kthnet routable over s?
e) Bound(fc, s)- Returns true, if there will be
enough PCs and FCs left at source and sink FPGAs
for the remaining nets after routing kth net over s
f) Route(fc,s)- evaluate Xk(p), Vk(p); R[k] := s.
g) Unroute(fc)- evaluate Xk~1(p) and Vk~1(p).

Algorithm-3 ( Optimal Algorithm)

1) S:= EnumRoutes(T,U,h); R:= NetOrder(I.S)
for p := Heur_p to LB_p // loop-1 start
2) InitRoute(p.R); k : = 1 // First Net
do forever // loop-2 starts
3) s:= NextRoute(fc,5)
4) if (s = null) and (k < 1) / / NOT ROUTABLE AT p
5) exit "solution at p + 1" / / SOLUTION AT P + 1

6) if (s = null) UnRoute(fc); R[k- -]:=null //Prev Net
7) else if Routable(p,fc,s)
8) if (not Bound(fc,s)) UnRoute(fc) / / PRUNING

9) else Route(fc,s); k + + // Next Net PROCEED

end // of loop-2 and loop-1

5.1 Test Circuits and Tools

To test above algorithms, we obtained small to large
sized circuits from MCNC benchmark suite [8] and
generated large sized circuits synthetically (clones)
using circ/gen package [6] (taken MCNC circuits as
seed circuits). We have used the FlowMap algorithm
of SIS package [4] for technology mapping and the
khmetis partitioner for partitioning [5]. For embed-
ding, our own tool reported in [11] was used. Since,
we had to test our algorithms on MFB and small de-
signs also, we have used XC4013E - 1 FPGAs. The
delay values are taken from Xilinx manuals [13].

5.2 Results

Table-l presents the percentage of PCs required
for 5 MCNC circuits for 3-hops and 5 clones for
4-hops on four topologies, namely, Linear Array
with end around connection (HLAC), Toroidal Mesh
(HTMC), Complete Graph (HCGC) and Hardwired
Cluster (HWCC). HWCC is an architecture with two
parameters, namely, number of FPGAs n and clus-
ter size Cs [7]. The Cs FPGAs of the cluster form a
complete graph and these clusters connected through
FPID only. Pins/FPGA were assumed 192 as per
XC4000 series of FPGAs. The results started from
0% PCs in MFB at an interval of 1% as against the
available results which start at 20% and are tested
at the interval of 10% [7]. We could not get the
same circuits on which results were available. Hence,
the comparison with the existing results could not be
made possible. We observe the following:

a) The HCGC architecture requires the minimum
percentage of PCs for all the circuits, while the
HWCC architecture requires the maximum.
b) The optimal results, (obtained within 3 hours),
were achievable by the heuristic (within a minute)
for test cases (not guaranteed for others). It is felt
that heuristic results may be good for comparison.

5 Experiments and Results

This section describes the collection of circuits and
tools used in our experiments and the results.

6 Conclusions

This paper has presented a model for combined eval-
uation of hybrid MFBs and multi-hop routing tool.
Key features of the described tools are generic nature
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HTMC
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HCGC
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MCNC Circuits; 9 - Parts; 3 - Hops; Max. Delay 33.6 ns; Cs = 3 for HWCC
sl3207p
S35932
S38417
C6288
C7552

8772
18148
5389

592
1192

14%
6%
6%
4%
4%

14%
6%
6%
4%
4%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

29%
18%
21%
16%
15%

29%
18%
21%
16%
15%

Clone Circuits; 16 - Parts; 4 - Hops; Max. Delay 46.6 ns; Cs = 4 for HWCC
k2C
t481C
too_largC
dsipC
S38417C

12598
2096
5692
2239
5389

21%
9%

20%
6%

13%

21%
9%

20%
6%

13%

5%
0%
1%
0%
0%

5%
0%
1%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

37%
15%
33%

8%
20%

37%
15%
33%

8%
20%

Table 1: Programmable Connections for various Topologies and Hops

for any hybrid MFB (topology is taken in input) and
controlled delay in terms of the number of hops. The
results obtained from the tools have an accuracy of
1% of PCs as against 10% accuracy of the earlier re-
sults [7]. These tools can also be used be with any
fixed MFB architecture (not necessarily hybrid MFB)
by relaxing the condition of eg™.(2) with boolean re-
sults as routable or not. The tool will be of immense
use for MFB and rapid-prototyping system designer.
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